We consider the problem of finding a target object t using pairwise comparisons, by asking an oracle questions of the form "Which object from the pair (i, j) is more similar to t?". Objects live in a space of latent features, from which the oracle generates noisy answers. First, we consider the non-blind setting where these features are accessible. We propose a new Bayesian comparison-based search algorithm with noisy answers; it has low computational complexity yet is efficient in the number of queries. We provide theoretical guarantees, deriving the form of the optimal query and proving almost sure convergence to the target t. Second, we consider the blind setting, where the object features are hidden from the search algorithm. In this setting, we combine our search method and a new distributional triplet embedding algorithm into one scalable learning framework called LEARN2SEARCH. We show that the query complexity of our approach on two real-world datasets is on par with the non-blind setting, which is not achievable using any of the current state-of-the-art embedding methods.
Introduction
Finding a target object among a large collection of n objects is the central problem addressed in information retrieval (IR). For example, in web search, one finds relevant web pages through a query expressed as one or several keywords. Of course, the form of the query depends on the object type; other forms of search queries in the literature include finding images similar to a query image (Datta et al., 2008) , and finding subgraphs of a large network isomorphic to a query graph (Sun et al., 2012) . A common feature of this classic formulation of the search problem is the need to express a meaningful query. However, this is often a non-trivial 1 Information and Network Dynamics (INDY) lab, School of Computer and Communication Sciences, EPFL, Switzerland. 2 Spotify, London, UK. Part of this work was carried out while the author was with EPFL. Correspondence to: Matthias Grossglauser <matthias.grossglauser@epfl.ch>. task for a human user. For example, most people would struggle to draw the face of a friend accurately enough that it could be used as a query image. But they would be able to confirm with near-total certainty whether a photograph is of their friend-we have no real doppelgängers in the world. In other words, comparing is cognitively much easier than formulating a query. This is true for many complex or unstructured types of data, such as music, abstract concepts, images, videos, flavors, etc.
In this work, we develop models and algorithms for searching a large database by comparing a sequence of sample objects relative to the target, thereby obviating the need for any explicit query. The central problem concerns the choice of the sequence of samples (e.g., pairs of faces that the user compares with a target face she remembers). These query objects have to be chosen in such a way that we learn as much as possible about the target, i.e., shrink the set of potential targets as quickly as possible. This is closely related to a classic problem in active learning (Settles, 2012; MacKay, 1992) , assuming we have a meaningful set of features available for each object in the database.
It is natural to assume that the universe of objects lives in some low-dimensional latent feature space, even though the raw objects might be high-dimensional (images, videos, sequences of musical notes, etc.). For example, a human face, for the purposes of a similarity comparison, could be quite accurately described by a few tens of features, capturing head shape, eye color, fullness of lips, gender, age, and the like (Chang and Tsao, 2017) .
The key component of our framework is a noisy oracle model that describes how a user responds to comparison queries relative to a target. The noise model implicitly determines which queries are likely to extract useful information from the user; it is similar to pairwise comparison models such as those of Thurstone (1927) or Bradley and Terry (1952) , but here the comparison is always relative to a target. The compared samples and the target are all represented as points in the feature space. Our contributions in this context are threefold. First, we develop an efficient search algorithm, which (a) generates query pairs and (b) navigates towards the target. This algorithm is provably guaranteed to converge to the target, due to the specific form of our comparison model and key properties of the search algorithm. In contrast with prior adaptive search methods, where arXiv:1905.05049v2 [stat.ML] 21 Oct 2019 generating a query pair is typically expensive, our algorithm is also computationally efficient.
We also consider the more difficult, but realistic, scenario where the objects still live in a low-dimensional feature space, but the search algorithm does not have access to their embedding. In this blind setting, the latent features of an object manifest themselves only through the comparison queries. Although this assumption clearly makes the problem challenging, it also has the advantage of yielding a completely generic approach. We develop a method to generate a latent embedding of the objects from past searches, in order to make future searches more efficient. The goal of the method is to minimize the number of queries to locate a target; this is achieved by gradually improving the latent embedding of all the objects based on past searches. Unlike with previous triplet embedding approaches that use lowdimensional point estimates to represent objects, we embed each object as a Gaussian distribution, which captures the uncertainty in the exact position of the object given the data.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we give an overview of related work. In Section 3, we define the problem of comparison-based search and define our user (oracle) model. In Section 4, we describe our interactive search method in the non-blind setting, establish its favorable scalability, and prove its convergence properties. In Section 5, we focus on the blind setting, and introduce our distributional embedding method GAUSSEMBED and its integration into the combined LEARN2SEARCH framework. We demonstrate the performance of our algorithms on synthetic and real world datasets in Section 6 in both non-blind and blind settings. Finally, we give our concluding remarks in Section 7. For conciseness, we defer the full proofs of our theorems to the supplementary material.
Related Work
Comparison-Based Search. For the general active learning problem, where the goal is to identify a target hypothesis by making queries, the Generalized Binary Search method (Dasgupta, 2005; Nowak, 2008 ) is known to be nearoptimal in the number of queries if the observed outcomes are noiseless. In the noisy case, Nowak (2009) and Golovin et al. (2010) propose objectives that are greedily minimized over all possible queries and outcomes in a Bayesian framework with a full posterior distribution over the hypothesis. We adapt the method suggested by Golovin et al. (2010) to our setting and investigate its performance in comparison to the one proposed in this paper later in Section 6.
Adaptive search through relevance feedback by using preprocessed features was studied in the context of image retrieval systems by Cox et al. (2000) ; Fang and Geman (2005) ; Ferecatu and Geman (2009); Suditu and Fleuret (2012) under a Bayesian framework and different user answer models.
When the features are hidden, finding a target in a set of objects by making similarity queries is explored by Tschopp et al. (2011) and Karbasi et al. (2012) in the noiseless case. To deal with erroneous answers, Kazemi et al. (2018) consider an augmented user model that allows a third outcome to the query, "?"; it can be used by a user to indicate that he does not know the answer confidently. With this model, they propose several new search techniques under different assumptions on the knowledge of relative object distances. Brochu et al. (2008) study the comparison-based search problem in continuous space. Their approach relies on maximizing a surrogate GP model of the valuation function. In contrast to their work, our approach is restricted to a specific valuation function (based on the distance to the target), but our search algorithm is backed by theoretical guarantees, its running time is independent of the number of queries and scales better with the number of objects. Chu and Ghahramani (2005) and Houlsby et al. (2011) study a similar problem where the entire valuation function needs to be estimated. Our approach is inspired from this line of work and also uses the expected information gain to drive the search algorithm. However, our exact setup enables finding a near-optimal query pair simply by evaluating a closed-form expression, as opposed to searching exhaustively over all pairs of objects. Comparison-based search under noise is also explored in (Canal et al., 2019) ; the authors independently propose an oracle model similar to ours.
Triplet Embedding. The problem of learning objects embedding based on triplet comparisons has been studied extensively in recent years. Jamieson and Nowak (2011) provides a lower bound on the number of triplets needed to uniquely determine an embedding that satisfies all O(n 3 ) relational constraints and describe an adaptive scheme that builds an embedding by sequentially selecting triplets of objects to compare.
More general algorithms for constructing ordinal embeddings from a given set of similarity triplets, under different triplet probability models, are proposed by Agarwal et al. (2007 ), Tamuz et al. (2011 and Van Der Maaten and Weinberger (2012) . Amid and Ukkonen (2015) modify the optimization problem of Van Der Maaten and Weinberger (2012) to learn at once multiple low-dimensional embeddings, each corresponding to a single latent feature of an object. Theoretical properties for a general maximum likelihood estimator with an assumed probabilistic generative data model are studied by Jain et al. (2016) .
An alternative approach to learning ordinal data embedding is suggested in (Kleindessner and von Luxburg, 2017) , where the authors explicitly construct kernel functions to measure similarities between pairs of objects based on the set of triplet comparisons. Finally, Heim et al. (2015) adapt the kernel version of (Van Der Maaten and Weinberger, 2012) for an online setting, when the set of observable triplets is expanding over time. The authors use stochastic gradient descent to learn the kernel matrix and to exploit sparsity properties of the gradient. Although this work is closely related to our scenario, the kernel decomposition, which is O(n 3 ) in time, would be too computationally expensive to perform in the regimes of interest to us.
Preliminaries
Let us consider n objects denoted by integers [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}. Our goal is to build an interactive comparisonbased search engine that would assist users in finding their desired target object t ∈ [n] by sequentially asking questions of the form "among the given pair of objects (i, j), which is closer to your target?" and observing their answers y ∈ {i, j}. Formally, at each step of this search, we collect an answer y to the query (i, j). We then use this information to decide on the next pair of objects (i , j ) to show to the user, until one of the elements in the query is recognized as the desired target.
We assume that the objects have associated latent feature vectors X = {x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n }, x i ∈ R d , that reflect their individual properties and that are intuitively used by users when answering the queries. In fact, each user response y can be viewed as an outcome of a perceptual judgement on the similarity between objects that is based on these representations. A natural choice of quantifying similarities between objects is the Euclidean distance between hidden vectors in R d :
Different users might have slightly different perceptions of similarity. Even for a single user, it might be difficult to answer every comparison confidently, and as such we might observe inconsistencies across their replies. We postulate that this happens when two objects x i and x j are roughly equidistant from the target x t , and less likely when the distances are quite different. In other words, answers are most noisy when the target is close to the decision boundary, i.e., the bisecting normal hyperplane to the segment between x i and x j , and less noisy when it is far away from it.
We consider the following probabilistic model that captures the possible uncertainty in users' answers (probit model):
where x i , x j , x t ∈ R d are the coordinates of the query points and the target, respectively,
is the bisecting normal hyperplane to the segment between x i and x j , ε ∼ N (0, σ 2 ε ) is additive Gaussian noise, and Φ is the Standard Normal CDF. Indeed, if x t is on the hyperplane h ij , the answers to queries are pure coin flips, as the target point is equally far from both query points. Everywhere else answers are biased toward the correct answer, and the probability of the correct answer depends only on the distance of x t to the hyperplane h ij .
This model is reminiscent of pairwise comparison models such as those of Thurstone (1927) or Bradley and Terry (1952) (Agarwal et al., 2007; Jain et al., 2016) . These models have the undesirable property of favoring distant query points: given any x i , x j = 0, it is easy to verify that the pair (2x i , 2x j ) is strictly more discriminative for any target that does not lie on the bisecting hyperplane. Our comparison model is different: in (1), the outcome probability depends on x i and x j only through their bisecting hyperplane.
Search with Known Features
In this section, we describe our algorithm for interactive search in a set of objects [n] when we have access to the features X . We are interested in methods that are (a) efficient in the average number of queries per search, and (b) scalable in the number of objects. Scalability requires low computational complexity of the procedure for choosing the next query. As we expect users to make mistakes in their answers, we also require our algorithms to be robust to noise in the human feedback.
Gaussian Model. Due to the sequential and probabilistic nature of the problem, we take a Bayesian approach in order to model the uncertainty about the location of the target. In particular, we maintain a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution N (x; µ, Σ) that reflects our current belief about the position of the target point x t in R d . We model user answers with the probit likelihood (1), and we apply approximate inference techniques for updating µ and Σ every time we observe a query outcome. The space requirement of the model is O(d 2 ).
The motivation behind such a choice of parametrization is that (a) the size of the model does not depend on n, guaranteeing scalability, (b) one can characterize a general pair of points in R d that maximizes the expected information gain, and (c) the sampling scheme that chooses the next pair of query points informed by (b) is simple and works extremely well in practice.
Choosing the Next Query
To generate the next query, we follow a classical approach from information-theoretic active learning (MacKay, 1992) : find the query that minimizes the expected posterior uncertainty of our estimatex, as given by its entropy. More specifically, we find a pair of points (x i , x j ) that maximizes the expected information gain for our current estimation of x t at step m:
wherex ∼ N (µ, Σ) is the current belief about the target position and y ∼ p(y |x, x i , x j ) is the current belief over the answer to the comparison between x i and x j .
Exhaustively evaluating the expected information gain over all O(n 2 ) pairs for each query (e.g., as done in (Chu and Ghahramani, 2005) ) is prohibitively expensive. Instead, we propose a more efficient approach. Recall from equation (1) that the comparison outcome probability p(y | x i , x j , x t ) depends on (x i , x j ) only through the corresponding bisecting normal hyperplane h ij . Therefore, instead of looking for the optimal pair of points from X , we first find the hyperplane h that maximizes the expected information gain. It can be rewritten as (similarly to (Houlsby et al., 2011) ):
The following theorem gives us the key insight about the general form of a hyperplane h = (w, b) that optimizes this utility function by splitting the Gaussian distribution into two equal "halves":
be the set of all hyperplanes passing through µ. Then,
where z ∼ N (0, w T Σw). As the binary entropy function has a single maximum in 1/2, the expectation on the righthand size is minimized when the variance of z is maximized.
In other words, Theorem 1 states that any optimal hyperplane is orthogonal to a direction that maximizes the variance ofx.
Consequently, we find a hyperplane h that maximizes the expected information gain via an eigenvalue decomposition of Σ. However, we still need to find a pair of objects (i, j) to form the next query. We propose a sampling strategy based on Theorem 1, which we describe in Algorithm 1. After computing the optimal hyperplane h , we sample a point z 1 from the current Gaussian belief over the location of the target, and reflect it across h to give the second point z 2 . Then our query is the closest pair of (distinct) unused points (x i , x j ) from the dataset to (z 1 , z 2 ).
Assuming that the feature vectors X are organized into a KD-tree (at a one-time computational cost of O(n log n) for a given X ), Algorithm 1 runs in time O(log n + d 3 ). This includes O(d 3 ) for the eigenvalue decomposition, O(d 2 ) for sampling from a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution, O(d) for mirroring the sample, and O(log n) on average for finding the closest pair of points from the dataset using the KD-tree.
Algorithm 1 SAMPLEMIRROR Input: current belief N (µ, Σ), X , U Output: query pair (x i , x j ) 1: Compute optimal hyperplane h for (µ, Σ). 2: Sample a point z 1 from N (x; µ, Σ). 3: Obtain z 2 , as the reflection of z 1 across h . 4: Find objects i and j, s.t. i = j and i, j ∈ U, with the closest representations x i and x j to z 1 and z 2 , respectively.
Note that the actual hyperplane defined by the obtained pair (x i , x j ) in Algorithm 1 does not, in general, coincide with the optimal one. Nevertheless, the hyperplane h ij approximates h increasingly better as n grows.
Updating the Model
Finally, after querying the pair (i, j) and observing outcomeȳ, we update our belief on the location of target x. Suppose that we are at the m-th step of the search, and denote the belief before observingȳ by p m−1 (x) = N (x; µ m−1 , Σ m−1 ). Ideally, we would like to update it using
However, this distribution is no longer Gaussian. Therefore, we approximate it by the "closest" Gaussian distribution p m (x) . = N (x; µ m , Σ m ). We use a method known as assumed density filtering (Minka, 2001) , which solves the following program:
where D KL [p q] is the Kullback-Leibler divergence from p to q. This can be done in closed form by computing the first two moments of the distribution p m , with running time O(d 2 ). Formally, at each step of the search, we perform the following computations (referred to further as the UPDATE routine):
where α and β are the first and second derivatives with
We summarize the full active search procedure in Algorithm 2. Algorithm 2 GAUSSSEARCH Input: Objects [n], feature vectors X . Output: target object t 1: Initialize µ 0 and Σ 1 2: U ← ∅ 3: m ← 1 4: repeat 5:
U ← U ∪ {i, j} 7:ȳ ← noisy comparison outcome as per (1) 8:
Convergence of GAUSSSEARCH
For finite n, GAUSSSEARCH is guaranteed to terminate because samples are used without repetition. However, in a scenario where n is effectively infinite because the feature space is dense, i.e., X = R d , we are able to show a much stronger result. The following theorem asserts that, for any initial Gaussian prior distribution over the target with full-rank covariance matrix, the GAUSSSEARCH posterior asymptotically concentrates at the target. Theorem 2. If the answers follow (1), then for any initial µ 0 and Σ 0 0, as m → ∞ we have
Proof sketch. We obtain crucial insights on the asymptotic behavior by studying the case d = 1, when x t , µ m and Σ m become scalars x t , µ m and σ 2 m , respectively. We first show that σ 2 m = θ(1/m). Next, we are able to recast {µ m } ∞ m=0 as a random walk biased towards x t , with step size σ 2 m . By drawing on results from stochastic approximation theory (Robbins and Monro, 1951; Blum et al., 1954) , we can show that µ m → x t almost surely. The extension to d > 1 follows by noticing that, in the dense case X = R d , we can assume (without loss of generality) that the search sequentially iterates over each dimension in a round-robin fashion.
This result is not a priori obvious, especially in light of the model for the oracle: answers become coin flips as the sample points x i and x j get closer. Nevertheless, Theorem 2 guarantees that the algorithm continues making progress towards the target.
Search with Latent Features
In this section, we relax the assumption that the feature vectors X is available; instead, we consider the blind scenario, where X is only used implicitly by the oracle to generate answers to queries. As a consequence, we need to generate an estimated feature embeddingX = {x 1 , . . . ,x n } from comparison data collected from past searches. As we collect more data, the embeddingX should gradually approximate the true embedding X (up to rotation and reflection), improving the performance of future searches. Different items in [n] could have different amount of data describing them, thus we could have more information about one item and less information about another. This suggests that when approximating X , an uncertainty about the item's position should be taken into account. The latest should also affect the operation of the search algorithm: After observing the outcome of oracle's comparison between two objects i and j, whose positionsx i andx j in our estimated embedding space are noisy, the target posterior distribution should have higher entropy than ifx i andx j were exact (as we had assumed so far).
We incorporate this dependence by generating a distributional embedding, where each estimatex i is endowed with a distribution, thus capturing the uncertainty about its true position x i . We also slightly modify the posterior update step (line 8 in Algorithm 2) in the search algorithm, in order to reflect the embedding uncertainty in the belief about the target. We refer to this combined learning framework as LEARN2SEARCH. It combines GAUSSSEARCH, our search method from the previous section, with a new triplet embedding technique called GAUSSEMBED. We now describe our distributional embedding method, then give a brief description of the combined framework.
Distributional Embedding
As before, suppose we are given a set of objects [n] = {1, 2, . . . , n}, known to have representations X ⊂ R d in a hidden feature space. Although we do not have access to X , we observe a set of noisy triplet-based relative similarities of these objects: T = {(i, j; k) | object i is closer to k than j is}, obtained w.r.t. probabilistic model (1). The goal is to learn a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution embedding
where ν i ∈ R d , Ψ i ∈ R d×d and diagonal, such that objects that are similar w.r.t. their "true" representations {x i } n i=1 (reflected by T ) are also similar in the learned embedding.
Here for each object, ν i represents the mean guess on the location of object i in R d , and Ψ i represents the uncertainty about its position.
We learn this Gaussian embedding via minimizing the Evidence Lower Bound (ELBO),
where the joint distribution p(T ,x 1 , . . . ,x n ) is the product of the prior p(x 1 , . . . ,x n ) = i N (x i ; 0, I) and the likelihood p(T |x 1 , . . . ,x n ) given w.r.t. the probabilistic model (1) with σ ε = 1. We use the black-box variational inference method of Ranganath et al. (2014) to optimize this loss.
Learning to Search
We now describe our joint embedding and search framework, LEARN2SEARCH. We begin by initializingX to its prior distribution, i N (x i ; 0, I). Then we alternate between searching and updating the embedding, based on all the comparison triplets collected in previous searches, by (a) running GAUSSSEARCH on the estimated embeddinĝ X , and (b) running GAUSSEMBED to refineX based on all triplets observed so far. The distributional embedding requires the following modifications in GAUSSSEARCH.
1. in SAMPLEMIRROR, we use the Mahalanobis distance (ν − z) T Ψ −1 (ν − z) when finding the closest objects i, j to the sampled points z 1 , z 2 .
2. in the UPDATE step, we combine the variance of the noisy outcome σ 2 ε with the uncertainty over the location ofx i andx j along the direction perpendicular to the hyperplane, resulting in an effective noise variance
Both modifications results in a natural tradeoff between exploration and exploitation: At first, we tend to sample uncertain points more frequently, and the large effective noise variance restricts the speed at which the covariance of the belief decreases. After multiple searches, as we get more confident about the embedding, we start exploiting the structure of the space more assertively.
Experiments
In this section, we evaluate our approach empirically and compare it to competing methods. In Section 6.1 we focus on the query complexity and computational performance of comparison-based search algorithms under the assumption that the feature vectors X are known. We then turn to the blind setting in Section 6.2 and evaluate our joint embedding & search framework.
Non-Blind Setting
The main difference between GAUSSSEARCH and previous methods is the way the uncertainty about the target object is modeled. As outlined in Section 2, all previous approaches consider a discrete posterior distribution P = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p n } over all objects from [n], which is updated after each step using Bayes' rule. We compared GAUSSSEARCH to the baselines that operate on the full discrete distribution and that use different rules to choose the next query: (1) IG: the next query (i, j) is chosen to maximize the expected information gain, (2) EFF: a fast approximation of the EC 2 active learning algorithm (Golovin et al., 2010) and (3) RAND: the pair of query points is chosen uniformly at random from [n].
In order to assess how well GAUSSSEARCH scales in terms of both query and computational complexities in comparison to the other baselines, we run simulations on synthetically generated data of n points uniformly sampled from a d = 5 dimensional hypercube. We vary the number of points n from 50 to 100000. For each value of n, we run 1000 searches, each with a new target sampled independently and uniformly at random among all objects. During the search, comparison outcomes are sampled from the probit model (1), using a value of σ 2 ε chosen such that approximately 10% of the queries' outcomes are flipped. In order not to give an undue advantage to our algorithm (which never uses an object in a comparison pair more than once), we change the stopping criterion, and declare that a search is successful as soon as the target t becomes the point with the highest probability mass under a given method's target model P (ties are broken at random). For the GAUSSSEARCH procedure, we take P (x i ) to be proportional to the density of the Gaussian posterior at x i . We use two performance metrics.
Query complexity The average number of queries until arg max i∈[n] P (x i ) = t, i.e., the true target point has the highest posterior probability.
Computational complexity The total time needed for an algorithm to decide which query to make next and to update the posterior upon receiving a comparison outcome. Fig 1a and Fig 1b show the results averaged over 1000 experiments. Both IG and EFF require O(n 3 ) operations to choose the next query, as they perform a greedy search over all possible combinations of query pair and target. For these two methods, we report results only for n = 50 and n = 100, as the time required for finding the optimal query and updating the posterior for n > 100 takes over a minute per one step. For n ∈ {50, 100}, IG performs best in terms of query complexity, with 4.9 and 6.47 queries per search on average for n = 50 and n = 100, respectively. However, the running time is prohibitively long already for n = 100. In constrast, GAUSSSEARCH has a favorable tradeoff between query complexity and computational complexity: in comparison to IG, it requires only 1.8 (for n = 50) or 2 (for n = 100) additional queries on average, while the running time is improved by several orders of magnitude. We observe that, even though in theory the running time of GAUSSSEARCH is not independent of n, in practice it is almost constant throughout the range of values of n that we investigate. Finally, we note that RAND performs worst in terms of average number of queries, despite having a higher running time per search step (due to maintaining a discrete posterior).
Blind Setting
We now turn our attention to the blind setting and study the performance of LEARN2SEARCH on two real world datasets: the 11-dimensional red wine dataset (Cortez et al., 2009 ) and the 68-dimensional music dataset (Zhou et al., 2014) . These datasets were studied in the context of comparison-based search by Kazemi et al. (2018) . We assume that the feature vectors {x 1 , . . . , x n } are latent: they are used to generate comparison outcomes, but they are not available to the search algorithm. We compare different approaches to learning an estimate of the feature vectors from comparison outcomes. In addition to out distributional embedding method GAUSSEMBED, we consider two stateof-the-art embedding algorithms: t-STE (Van Der Maaten and Weinberger, 2012) and CKL (Tamuz et al., 2011) (both of which produce point estimates of the feature vectors), as well as the ground-truth vectors X .
We consider two settings: when the true dimensionality d of the objects' feature space is known and when it is not. We run 9000 searches in total, starting from a randomly initializedX and updating the embedding on the k-th search for k ∈ [2 0 , 2 1 , . . . , 2 13 ] For each search, the target object is chosen uniformly at random among all objects. The outcomes of the comparisons queried by GAUSSSEARCH are sampled from the probit model (1) based on the ground-truth feature vectors X . A search episode ends when the target appears as one of the two objects in the query. As before, the noise level σ 2 ε is set to corrupt approximately 10% of the answers on average. As we jointly perform searches and learn the embedding, we measure the number of queries needed for GAUSSSEARCH to find the target using the current version ofX for each search, and then we average these numbers over a moving window of size 1000.
We present the results, averaged over 100 experiments, in Fig. 2 . When d is known, the combination of GAUSSSEARCH and GAUSSEMBED manages to learn object representations that give rise to search episodes that are as query-efficient as they would have been using the groundtruth vectors X , and significantly outperforms variants using t-STE and CKL for generating embeddings. It appears that taking into account the uncertainty over the points' locations, as is done by GAUSSEMBED, helps to make fewer mistakes in early searches and thus leads to a lower query complexity in comparison to using point-estimates of vector embeddings. As the number of searches grows, GAUSSEM-BED learns better and better representationsX and enables GAUSSSEARCH to ask fewer and fewer queries in order to find the target. In the final stages, our blind search method is as efficient as if it had access to the true embedding on wine dataset, and is even slightly outperforming searches using the true embedding on music.
In the case where d is not known, we first estimate it conservatively by setting to 100. Then, after collecting around 10000 triplets, we choose the value of d that captures 98% of the energy in the eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of the mean vectors {ν 1 , . . . , ν n }. For both datasets, 20 dimensions suffice. The results of running LEARN2SEARCH with d = 20 is shown in Fig. 2 (dashed  lines) . For wine, we achieve almost the same query complexity as if we had known the correct value of d. For music, after 4000 searches our scheme with d = 20 outperforms the true features X in terms of search query complexity. This suggests that LEARN2SEARCH is not only robust to the choice of d but is also capable of learning object representations that are useful for the comparison-based search procedure independently of the objects' true feature vectors.
Conclusion
We have presented a probablistic model, search algorithm for finding a target among a set of alternatives using comparisons, new Gaussian triplet embedding, and a combination of the latter two. The performance of future searches improves with the number of past searches. This is achieved by learning a distributional latent low-dimensional representation of the objects from the past search results, which in turn improves the information gain of queries asked in future searches. The framework is scalable in the number of objects n and is robust with respect to the dimension d of the latent space. It tolerates noise in the answers and performs well on synthetic and real-world datasets. Our search method has a great query-computational complexity tradeoff and backed with theoretical quarantees. 
A. Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume that σ ε = 1. Let y be a binary random variable such that p(y = 1|w, b,
In (3), we use (2) and the fact that, as the hyperplane is passing through µ,
In (4), we use the fact that x T w + b ∼ N (0, w T Σw), by properties of the Gaussian distribution. Finally, in (5), we start by noting that, for all c 1 , c 2 such that c 1 /c 2 > 1,
Therefore, maximizing w T Σw minimizes the expected entropy of y.
B. Proof of Theorem 2
For simplicity, we will assume that d = 1; Section B.1 explains how to generalize the result to any d > 1. Denote by x t the location of the target object, and let N (x; µ m , σ m ) be the belief about the target's location after m observations. Without loss of generality, let σ 2 ε = 1. In this case, the updates have the following form.
We start with a lemma that essentially states that σ 2 m decreases as 1/m. Lemma 1. For any initial σ 2 0 > 0 and for all m ≥ 0, the posterior variance σ 2 m can be bounded as min{0.1, σ 2 0 } m + 1 ≤ σ 2 m ≤ max{10, σ 2 0 } m + 1 .
Proof. From (6), we know that
First, we need to show that f (x) = 1 − c 2 x x + 1 x is increasing on R >0 . This is easily verified by checking that f (x) = 1 − c 2 x x + 1 + x 1 − c 2 1 (x + 1) 2 ≥ 0, for all x ∈ R >0 Next, we consider the upper bound. Let b = max{10, σ 2 0 }. We will show that σ 2 m ≤ b/(m + 1) by induction. The basis step is immediate: by definition, σ 2 0 ≤ b. The induction step is as follows, for m ≥ 1.
where the first inequality holds because f (x) is increasing. The lower bound can be proved in a similar way.
For completeness, we restate Theorem 2 for d = 1.
Theorem 2 (Case d = 1). If the answers follow equation 1, then for any initial µ 0 and σ 2 0 > 0 and as m → ∞, σ 2 m → 0, µ m → x t almost surely.
Proof. The first part of the theorem (σ 2 m → 0) is a trivial consequence of Lemma 1. The second part follows from the fact that our update procedure can be cast as the Robbins-Monro algorithm (Robbins and Monro, 1951) applied to g(µ) . = 2Φ(x t − µ) − 1, which has a unique root in µ = x t . Indeed, z m is a stochastic estimate of the function g at µ m , i.e., E(z m ) = 2Φ(µ m − x t ) − 1. The remaining conditions to check are as follows.
• the learning rate γ m = α m σ 2 m satisfies ∞ m=0 γ m ≥ c · min{σ 2 0 , 0.1}
Almost sure convergence then follows directly from the results derived in Robbins and Monro (1951) and Blum et al. (1954) .
B.1. Extending the proof to d > 1
In order to understand how to extend the argument of the proof given above to d > 1, the following observation is key: Every query made during a search gives information on the position of the target along a single dimension, i.e., the one perpendicular to the bisecting hyperplane. This can be seen, e.g., from the update rule
which reveals that the precision matrix (i.e., the inverse of the covariance matrix) is affected only in the subspace spanned by w im,jm .
Therefore, if we start with Σ 0 = σ 2 0 I, we can (without loss of generality) assume that the search procedure sequentially iterates over the dimensions. At each iteration, the variance shrinks along that dimension only, leaving the other dimensions untouched. Conceptually, we can think of the case d > 1 as interleaving d independent one-dimensional search procedures. Each of these one-dimensional searches converges to the corresponding coordinate of the target vector x t , and the variance along the corresponding dimension shrinks to 0.
In general, one should consider the fact that the optimal hyperplane is not always unique, and the chosen hyperplane might not align with the current basis of the space. This case can be taken care of by re-parametrizing the space by using a rotation matrix. However, these technical details do not bring any new insight as to why the result holds.
